Bunny

Our free Easter crochet pattern to you by Erika Hüsler for Loop

Yarn
For the samples used here we used Scheepjes
Catona 100% Mercerized Cotton (25g ball has
62.5m / 68.3 yds). They are perfect for mixing
and matching colours in small amounts! Shown
in colours 396 / Rose Wine and 408 / Old Rose.
Hook
3.5mm
Notions
Darning needle
1 bead. Bead size 6º
Scrap yarn or ribbon
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Note
These bunnies take so little yarn that they are
a great way to use up some of your stash! You
can also string them together to make lovely
garlands.
Pattern begins
Round 1:
A. Start with a magic loop
B. Make two chains (for the first step-up to the
trebles), 7 trebles in magic loop.
C. Make a picot of 3 chains, stitching into the
last of the 7 trebles (see pictures).
Make another 2 picots of 3 chains into the
same stitch. These are the bunny tails.
D. Make 7 trebles
E. Make a picot of 5 chains, stitching back into
the last of the 7 trebles (paw)
F. Make 6 trebles and close the round with a slip
stitch
Round 2:
G. 3 chains, 4 double trebles into the same
stitch at the foot of the 3 chains
H. make two picots of 8 chains into the last of
the four double trebles
I. make a fifth double treble
J. tighten the magic loop
K. when sewing in, close the little gap between
the fourth and the fifth treble on the backside,
sew on a bead for the eye and add a tie bow.

The bunny can easily be enlarged either by
working with a bulky yarn or by changing the
trebles to double trebles, the double trebles to
triple trebles and the picots to 4 and 6 chains
instead of 3 and 5 chains.
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Copyright agreement
This pattern was kindly designed by Erika Hüsler for Loop, London. 2017.
Photography and Styling by Susan Cropper.
This pattern is the property of the designer, herein known as Erika Husler. The pattern and photography are copyrighted
and are for personal and non-profit use only. This means you can crochet it for yourself, for a gift or charity. You may
not sell an item made from this pattern. You may not reproduce this in print or for a website. It may not be translated,
reproduced or circulated in another language without prior agreement.
Thank you and enjoy your knitting!
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